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994 dialbution of the fisher,brtc?;spenmntl, 
In California tesuits of Mectfon mnreys that used either 
mated track-plates or cameras. Fishers were detected in two regions of 

Nevada be managed to encourage the 
n these areas. We also recommend th 

current distributions of uncommon carnivores be based on techniques 
that produce verifiable records rather than summaries of incidental 
sightings. 

INTRODUCTION 

The fisher, Martes pennanti, historically occuned in forests from British 
Columbia to Quebec and as far south as Tennessee, Illinois, Wyoming, and central 
California (Hagmeier 1956, Gibilisco 1994, Graham and Graham 1994). Although the 
fisher became uncomon in the east and midwest early in this century, it has recoved 
throughout much of its eastern range due to the regulation of trapping, the increase in 
forest lands due to farmland abandoment, and reinductions (Powell 1993). En the 
western United States, the fisher once occurred throughout the northern Rocky 
Mountains, Cascade Mountains, Coast Ranges, and Sierra Nevada, but sieficant 
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gaps in this distribution now occur ( G i b h  1994, Powell and Zielinskix 1994). 
The status and distribution of the fisher in Ca l i fo~a  have been described on 

several occasions in the 20th Century. Grinnell et dl. (1937) sumarized 
1919-1924 mmhg records and anecdotal accounts and deserikd the fisher as 
occurring in the nodem Coast Range, Mamath (Sisfiyou, Tfity, and Marble) 

s, and western slope of the Sierra Nevada. Yocom and 
incidental fisher si@tings in northwestenn Cdlifomia 

the dis~bueon in the souhem Cascades and Siema Nevada, 
(1977) reviewed agency wildlife obsentations and concluded 

that fishers were "comon and inmashg" in &erne northwestern counties, 
"decreasing" in the sou&ern Sierra Nevada and ting at a very low density" in 
the northern Sierra Nevada. Gould3 (1 987) updated the Schempf and W t e  database 
of sightings and concluded that fishers were "no longer distributed throughout their 
historic range in Califomia." Momation contributed by California Department of 
Fish and Game (CDFG) persowel in response to a mail survey conducted by 
Gibilisco (1994) indicated concern about the persistence of fishers in the Sierra 
Nevada. 

Ofthe efforts described above, only the locations of trapped animals (Grime11 et 
al. 1937) represent observations that could be independently verified. Although the 
reliability of sigfitings can be screened on the basis of the quafifications of the 
observer (e.g, Aubry and Houston 1992), fishers can be easily mistaken for a number 
of other carnivores, especially Amenican maens, M. americarza, even by 
experienced observers (W. Zielinski, pers. obs.; R. Golightly, Humbddt State 
University, Arcata, California, pers. comm,), 

Recent development of nonlethal detection methods permits the collection of 
verifiable evidence of occwence, either tracks orphotopphs, from forest carnivore 
attracted to scent and bait (Barrett 1983, Raphael 1994, Fowlef' 1995, Zielinski and 
Kuceras 1995). Since 1989, several efforts have occurred throughout the mountains 
of northern and central California to document empirically the distribution of 
fishers and other m m d i a n  cmivores of consentation interest, such as the 

Powell, R.A. and W.J. Zielinski. 1994. The fisher. Pages 38-73 in:L.F. Ruggiero, K.B. Aubry, 
S.W. Buskirk, L.J. Lyon and W.J. Zielinski, editors. The scientific basis for conserving 
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States. USDA Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station General Technical Report 
RM-GTR-254. 

Schempf, P.F. and M. mite. 1977. Status of six furbearer ppulations in the mountains of 
northern California. Unpublished report, USDA Forest Service, California Region, San 
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Gould, C. 1987. Job Find Report, Project W-65-R-4. Unpublished report, California 
Department of Fish and Game, Sammento, Califomia, USA. 

Fowler, C.H. 1995. Techniques for detecting and monitoring martens and fishers in forest 
habitats of California. M.S. Thesis, Humtxildt State University, Arcata, California, USA, 

Zielinski, W.J. and T.E. Kucera, editors. 1995. American marten, fisher, lynx, and wolverine: 
survey methods for their detection. USDA Forest Service General Technical Report 
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American marten and wolv-e, Gulo gulo, dewtion techniques. 
The incentive to mndm these smeys has 
list the fisher under the B h g e d  Species 
fomst mivores in the wesm U ~ W  S 

be the current disfrih~on of the fisher in €24 
and to document the feasibility and value of suc 

the m g e m n t  of 

We cornpifed the results of surveys 1983, 
Fowler and GoGghtlf 1993); line-tri 1993); 
and remote, 3 5 - m  c (Kucera and Barrett 1993a) in our efforts to detect 
evidence of fishers in Califonnja These teehfliques produe either a track or a 

from a h o r n  loc&on, A few recent records of n>d-W& a n i d s  also 
were incluw, but ody at locadms w there we= few surveys or where surveys 
had not othemise doemena  the p ~ m m  of fishers. 

We s- data fnrm severd types of surveys. Most (n = 221 surveys) were 
efforts by federal, state, or private biologists to d e e d e  the presence of fishers 
in an area where habiBt altttmtim, such as a timber sale or recreational develqmen& 
was p l m d .  We also ineluded data from regional surveys (n = 15 surveys), often 
conducted as the first phase of a more intensive research pject, that were 
conductttd to undestand fisher distpibution across one or several watersheds, 
Finally, we s m z e d  data h m  a statewide survey (n = 84 starcions) to detect 
cmivores, particulmly wolverines. Many of the local efforts were condww 

to the USr>pl Forest i t i c e  Re@on 5 potocol (2ehsEl0 1992) in which 
k-plate stations (usually 12-24) are placed at 0.8-km intervals dong roads 

timber sale area. Some of these surveys were condwted with the goal 
of detecting martens, and thus may have been at elevations and in habitats where 
fishers were less common (Schempf and White2 1977, BusM and Powell 1994). 
Most mgional surveys included consideibly more stations than the load surveys 
(usualIy >50) and stations were distributed as either a grid or along roads across 
multiple watersheds. In the statewide survey, individwl 35-mm cameras were 

6Central Sierra Aubudon Society, North San Juan, California, in litt. 1990. 
Biodjvdty Legal Foundation, Boulder, Colorado, in litt. 1994. 
Fowler, G. and RT. Golightly ,1993, Fisher a n d m  survey W ~ q u s  on the Tahoe National 

Forest. Final Report, Agreement Nu. PSW- A, Hmbldt  State University and 
USDA, Firrest Service. 

Jones, L.L.C. and M.G. Raphael. 1993. inexpensive camera systems for detecting martens, 
fishers, and other animals: guidelines for use and stanmiation. USDA Forest Service 
Pacific Northwest Research Station General Technical Report P W m - 3 0 6 .  

Zielinski, WJ. 1 992. A survey protocol to monitor forest c d v o r e s  in proposed management 
activity areas. Unpublished report, USDA Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Forest and 
Range E x p ~ m e n d  Station, Arcata, California, USA. 
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located in areas of historic or recent wolverine sightings specifically to detect this 
species (Kucera and Barrett 1993b). Alt types of surveys we as a single 
point regardless of the number of stations in the survey, with on of those 
conducted by the Sierra mot  Project in Nevada County, In this study, a 35- 
camera was placed at each of 150 grid intersections (section comes) in a 8 0 e h 2  
area. 

Afl work was conducted from October 1989 to Mmh 1995. The fmt two types 
of s w e y  were conducted most o&en g the srtow-free seasons, the third type 
primarily during the winter. Surveys w c w d  through much of the historic range of 
the fisher in Caiifornia, but some areas were surveyed more intensively than others 
due to variation in how important land managers considered the need for infomation. 
All tracks and photographs were verified by one of the authors. Tracks of a size that 
could be confused with those of martens were distinguished using a discriminant 
function (Zielinski and Truex 1995). Details on the specific survey locations, 
detection techniques, and results are on file at the Pacific Southwest Research 
Station, Redwood Sciences Laboratory, Arcata, California, and at the Department of 
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management at the University of California, 
Berkeley, California. 

RESULTS 

We report data from 510 survey sites, ranging from Del Norte, Humboldt, and 
Siskiyou counties in the north through the southern Cascades and Sierra Nevada to 
northern Kern County (Figs. 1 and 2). Ninety surveys detected a fisher at least once; 
most detections were in the northwest (northern Coast Range and Klamath Mountains) 
and on the west slope in the southern Sierra Nevada. No verifiable evidence of fishers 
was collected in the area from northeastern Shasta County south to Yosemite 
National Park, a linear distance of about 420 lcm, even though 66 track-plate surveys 
(each with multiple stations) and 184 35-mm camera stations (150 of which were 
used together in the Sierra Pilot Study) were deployed in this area. 

DISCUSSION 

Currently the fisher appears to occur in two areas of California; it is widely 
distributed in the northwest (northern Coast Range and Klamath Mountains) and has 
a restricted distribution in the southern Sierra Nevada. Although there have been 
occasional, unverified, sightings of fishers between Mt. Shasta and Yosemite 
National Park (E. Burkett, CDFG, pen. comm.), a considerable number of surveys 
in this region, using methods that readily detect fishers when they are present, have 
failed to detect them. This is not likely due to surveys being conducted at elevations 
above typical fisher habitat; mean elevation of the track-plate surveys in this region 
(n = 46) was 1650 m, similar to the mean elevation of fisher sightings reported by 
Schempf and White2 (1977) for the northern Sierra Nevada. Despite our efforts to 
detect fishers, we have no quantitative measure of the probability that negative 
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Figure 1. Locations in northern and central California where fishers mm, defmfd, 19841 994. 
Circles indicate locations of surveys with multiple track-plate or limtriggered camera stations. 
Triangles indicate locations of individual 35-mm camera stations. Diamonds are locations of road- 
killedfishers, noted onlyforareas in the Sierra Nevada northof Sequoia National Forest. Yosmite 
National Park, in Maripwa County, is the site of two roadkills and two pbtog-s, the symbols 
for which overlap considerably. The one solid square in M e M n o  County is the location of two fiher 
captures, 3 months apart, in leg-hold traps set for other species. The bold irregular lines endose the 
limits of historic fisher distribution as described by Grinnell et al, (1937). Outlines of counties also 
are shown. 

results in a survey mean, in fact, that no fishers occur in a particular area, Most 
marked martens or fishers are readily detected at camera stations that are placed 
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Figure 2. Locations in northern and central California where fisherswemnof detected, 1989-1 994. 
Circles indicate locations of surveys with multiple track-plate or linetriggered camera stations. 
Triangles indiite locations of individual 35-mm camera stations. The large, open rectangle includes 
the Sierra Pilot Project study area where a 35-mrn camera was placed at each of 1 50 section mrners 
throughout the800-km2 area, The bold irregular lines enclose the limits of histoticfisherdistribMon 
as described by Grinneli et al, (1 937'). Outlines of counties also are shown. 

within their home range (Jones and Raphaellf 1990, Seglund and Goli@tlyi2 1993, 

Jones, L.L.C. and M.G. Raphael. 1990. Ecology and management of marten in fragmented 
habitats of the Pacific Northwest. Progress report, USDA Forest Service, Olympia, Washington, 
USA. 

I* Seglund, A. and R.T. Golightly. 1993. Fisher survey techniques on the Shasta-Trinity National 
Forest. Progress report, Humboldt State University and USDA Forest Service, Pacific 
Southwest Research Station, Arcata, California, USA. 
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Fowler"' 1995). This strongly suggests that the absence of fisher detections in the 
northern and central Sierra Nevada and in the southern Cascades is because they do 

Grimell et af, (1937:215) described the fisher as w-g '".,,south from Mt. 
Shasta and Eassen Peakthroz~ghotst the main Sierra Nevada. ..," (italics &d&). Lixon 
(1925) concluded that the Cafifomia fisher population was b g e m w l y  close to 
exhction and proposed that measures be take 
m p i n g  for fishers was ptr,fiibi_ted, Schempf 
sightings in C a l i f o ~ a  bough 1974 and in& 
density in the n o d m  Sierra Nevada. Gouid3 (1987) 
of sighhgs in the Sierra Nevada, the fisher be listed as 
the state. These reports, together with the absence 
southern Caseades and no- Sierra Nevada reported ggest that the fisher 
population in this region has declined since the early We hasten to add, 
however, that none of the methods used to describe distribution an= suitable indices 
of abunhce and that differences in the type and quality of data available over the 
60-yr period make interpretation of dis~butional chmges difficult. 

Bsewhere in California, fisher detections occurred consis&nt with previous 
reports of fisher distribution. Detections were common in the Coast Range in Del 
Nor& and H m b l d t  c o m ~ e s  (several w c h g  within 7 kxn of the ocean), the 
mamath M o u ~ i n s ,  and as far east as near Mt. Shasta. Detections also were c o m o n  
in Sequoia Natiod Forest, but decreased in frequency north to Yosemite National 
P A ,  In Yosemite, two road-kitled fishers were collected in 1993 and 1994 and, 
after several years of effort, fishers were photographed at mo baited cmem sbtians 
(L, Chow, National Biological Service, pers, comrn.). Fishers were detwted at 
mk-plates only once in the Sierra National Forest, where two road-kiUd fishers 
were recovered during 1991-94 (Fig. 1). In contrast, the majority of surveys farther 
south in the Sequoia National Forest detected fishers and road-killed fishers are 
relatively common there (S. Anderson, USDA Forest Service, pers. comm.). 

A few surveys have been conducted in the Siem Nevada since our maps were 
made. These include a regional track-plate survey in the Kings River Ranger District, 
Sierra National Forest, Fresno County, that detected fishers (R. Golightly, pen. 
comm,) and another regional track-plate survey in T u o l m e  County that did not 
(D. Applebee, Sierra Pacific Industries, pers. comm.). Neither of these results 
appreciably change the mapped disttibufion. 

Several areas of the historic distribution of fisher were inadequately surveyed. 
No surveys were conduced in southern Humhldt, Mendocino, or northern Lake 
counties where Grinnell et al. (1937) reported fishers trapped between 1919-1924. 
The accidental captures of two fishers in leg-hold traps in northern Mendocino 
County during the winter of 1994-1995 (C. Furrer, Mendwino National Forest, 
pers. comm.) indicate that surveys in Mendocino and Lake counties are necessary to 
define the southern boundary of the Coast Range ppulation. Western Nevada, 
Placer, and El Dorado counties, and much of the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada, 
also were poorly sampled. We strongly encourage increased survey effort in these 
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regions of California, as well as in southern Oregon to define the northern boundary 
of the mrthwestern California papulation. 

In the late 20th cennuy, the fisher to be disttibud over a much smaller 

of the fisher in California 
&& of the Siem Nevada, M 

research on the habibn ations of fisher effewhere in 
in the nodem and central 

of bhem into the area we currently 

We emphasize that the data reported here are based on verified tracks or 
photograghs of fishers; sigbhgs. Sighting data need 
to be treated caurtiously to verify, aIthough reli8b'oJity 
indices can be developed (Aubry and HEous*ton 1992; E. B ~ e E ,  p. mm.). We 
recornend that dewdon smeys using either track-plam or cameras be conducd 
at sites where fishers and other uncomm forest v m s  are reportedly obsemd 

of these used d e g  JFuture efforts to assess 
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